Comments on RR’s Art
“Randy Robinson paintings combine amazing
versatility with consistent quality. Randy’s painting
captures the… subtle quality of shadow and light
to transform the viewer to feel and connect with
the subject matter in a way that very few artists
can. An artist that has these qualities are few and
far between and collectors that acquire an
original painting by Robinson can rest assured
that they are investing in an American treasure.”
- Stefan Baumann, PBS Host & Producer of “The Grand View”

“He is a master of his craft” - Tebra K, client
“Beautiful beyond words. Wish I had more paintings.” Amanda R, client
“It brings me joy! Perfection!” Jana W, client
“I could not be more pleased with my portraits, they
exceeded my expectations.” - Ashley F, client
“… he also captured his beautiful eyes and painted them
just as beautiful as they are in person! I will definitely be
getting another painting!” - Amy E, client
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R Robinson Art
Unique, Original, Custom Oil
Paintings of pets and animals of all
kinds in the style of the old masters
of light and shadow.

14x18

R Robinson Art
About the Artist

Randy Robinson is a full time artist living and
painting deep in the country in Central Texas.
Through Robinsons’s brush work, colors, light
and shadows, the viewers get a new sense of
appreciation and wonders your pets turned into
extraordinary art from new and unique
perspectives.
Robinson’s paintings, which are often seen in
loving pet owner’s homes around the country,
give a sense of bold color, bright tones, and
deep shadows that not only embraces the
viewer but makes a bold statement that adds a
classy atmosphere to any space.

Randy Robinson
Milano, Texas
R.RobinsonArtist@gmail.com
512.545.7342 (please leave message)

